Should levodopa dose be reduced when switched to stalevo?
The addition of entacapone to levodopa-carbidopa (LC) or the switch from LC to a tablet containing levodopa-carbidopa-entacapone (LCE) improves the wearing-off phenomenon, increases the 'on' time and decreases the 'off' time, but the appearance or exacerbation of dyskinesias is the more frequent side-effect. Thus, a reduction of the total levodopa dosage would be recommended. However, this could result in a lack of efficacy against the wearing-off. We report on the results of a clinical trial conducted to determine the best way in terms of efficacy, tolerability and safety of switching from LC to LCE in patients with Parkinson's disease (PD) and end of dose wearing-off. 39 patients with PD and wearing-off without or with mild dyskinesias were randomly assigned to either a group receiving the same LC dosage or to a group in which the total LC amount was reduced by 15-25%. Four weeks after the change, both groups showed an increase in daily 'on' time and a reduction in the daily time spent in 'off'. Two patients in each group experienced an increase in basal dyskinesias. No differences in clinical assessment between groups were found. Tolerance was excellent. This study suggests that switching from LC to LCE in patients with mild-to-moderate wearing-off can be done safely with or without reducing the total LD amount, but in the clinical setting it would be more practical to keep the dosage of LC unchanged unless severe dyskinesias are present.